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Emphasis on 2,6-Hydroxynorketamines
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Abstract

Modeling of metabolite kinetics after oral administration of ketamine is of special interest because of the higher con-
centrations of active metabolites because of the hepatic first-pass effect. This holds especially in view of the potential
analgesic and antidepressant effects of 2R,6R- and 2S,6S-hydroxynorketamine at low doses of ketamine. Therefore, a 9-
compartment model was developed to analyze the pharmacokinetics of ketamine enantiomers and their metabolites after
racemic ketamine administered intravenously (5 mg) and as 4 doses (10, 20, 40, and 80 mg) of a prolonged-release formu-
lation (PR-ketamine). Using a population approach, the serum concentration-time data of the enantiomers of ketamine,
norketamine, dehydronorketamine, and 2,6-hydroxynorketamine obtained in 15 healthy volunteers could be adequately
fitted. The estimated model parameters were used to simulate serum concentration-time profiles; after multiple dosing
of PR-ketamine (2 daily doses of 20 mg), the steady-state concentrations of R- and S-ketamine were 1.4 and 1.3 ng/mL,
respectively. The steady-state concentration of 2R,6R-hydroxynorketamine exceeded those of R-norketamine (4-fold),
R-dehydonorketamine (8-fold), and R-ketamine (46-fold), whereas that of 2S,6S-hydroxynorketamine exceeded that of
S-ketamine by 14-fold. The model may be useful for identifying dosing regimens aiming at optimal plasma concentrations
of 2,6-hydroxynorketamines.
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Racemic ketamine is a mixture of equal amounts of S-
and R-enantiomers (R-K, S-K). In patients, the parent
drug exerts the major anesthetic/analgesic effect but
also significant dissociative/hallucinogenic side effects
by antagonism of the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)
receptor. Ketamine is nearly completely oxidized by
N-demethylation to the less active primary metabolite
norketamine, which secondarily undergoes oxidative
dehydrogenation to the inactive dehydronorketamine
(R-DHNK, S-DHNK) and hydroxylation to 12 steric
forms of hydroxynorketamine, of which the 2R,6R-
(R-HNK) and 2S,6S- (S-HNK) stereoisomers lack
the undesired dissociative/hallucinogenic effects of the
parent ketamines and the NKs.1–3 The HNKs can also
be slowly formed by primary hydroxylation followed
by demethylation.1 In contrast to ketamine and NK,
HNKs exert antidepressant-related effects, analgesic
properties, and relief of allodynia in experimental

studies in rodents.4,5 These effects are independent of
the NMDA-receptor antagonism and are most likely
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caused by binding to α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-
isoxazole-propionic acid glutamate receptors and the
α7-acetylcholine receptor and modulation of synaptic
pathways in brain tissues that are involved in the patho-
genesis of neuropathologic disorders.2,3 Therefore, the
HNKs are still the subject of ongoing experimental
and clinical reevaluations and are discussed in a lively
manner in light of new clinical applications in treat-
ment of patients with drug-resistant depression and
neuropathic pain.6–8

There is evidence that after oral administration of
racemic ketamine, a substantial amount of the 2,6-
HNKs is formed by hepatic first-pass metabolism.9 In
a recently performed noncompartmental pharmacoki-
netic study (NCA) of a new prolonged-release ketamine
tablet (PR-ketamine) in healthy human subjects, we
have shown that the total plasma exposure (area under
the curve [AUC0-∞]) of R- and S-HNK is about 20
times (S-form) to 40 times (R-form) that of the respec-
tive ketamine-enantiomer and that the exposure to R-
HNK is more than 2-fold higher than that to S-HNK.10

However, these observed differences in AUCs could not
be explained by NCA, because it is impossible to esti-
mate pharmacokinetic parameters of the metabolites
with this method (except for renal clearances). There-
fore, we reanalyzed the data using a pharmacokinetic
model to get information about presystemic and sys-
temic formation of the primary and secondary metabo-
lites and the elimination clearance of the DHNK and
HNK stereoisomers. The model and estimated parame-
ters also allowed the prediction of serum concentration-
time profiles of ketamine and all metabolites after
multiple-dose administration. Because PR-ketamine
might be an efficient and safer pharmaceutical dosage
form for treatment of depression and neuropathic
pain, the selection of dosage regimens, especially with
respect to the 2,6-HNKs, appears to be of clinical
relevance.

An essential part of analyzing the prolonged-release
kinetics of PR-ketamine was the selection of an ap-
propriate empirical absorption model.11 Fitting the
serum concentration-time data of ketamine and NK
after oral administration of ketamine allowed dis-
criminating between fraction absorbed and hepatic
extraction as determinants of ketamine bioavailability.
Together with the model parameters obtained in the
same subjects after intravenous dosing, all model pa-
rameters of both stereoisomers of ketamine and their
metabolites could be estimated with acceptable preci-
sion. Earlier approaches to pharmacokinetic modeling
of chiral ketamine metabolism were limited in so far as
they only concerned intravenous administration12,13

or oral dosing of S-ketamine, not including secondary
metabolites.14,15

Methods
Clinical Study Data
The study was performed in 15 healthy white German
subjects (10 men, 5 women; aged 20-35 years; body
mass index, 19.4-27.6 kg/m2). The details of the study,
including the ethical committee’s approval and the
analytical methods, have been reported elsewhere.10

In a controlled, open label, consecutive, single-dose
5-period study with at least a 7-day washout between
study periods, the pharmacokinetics of ketamine and
its metabolites were evaluated under fasting conditions
after oral administration of 10, 20, 40, and 80 mg PR-
ketamine (Develco Pharma, Schopfheim, Germany,
U.S. Patent No. 10,335,379;2019) and after intra-
venous infusion of 5 mg ketamine hydrochloride in
250 mL of saline within 30 minutes (Ratiopharm, Ulm,
Germany). Venous blood was collected via an in-
dwelling forearm cannula before beginning the intra-
venous infusion of ketamine and after 10, 20, 30, 40,
and 50 minutes and 1, 1.5, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 24 hours.
In case of PR-ketamine, blood was sampled via the
indwelling cannula before and after 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5,
3, 3.5, 4, 4.5, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 16, and 24 hours and after
36, 48, and 60 hours by repeated venipuncture. The
quantitative analysis of ketamine and its metabolites
in serum and urine was performed using a validated
liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry
method.16,17

Pharmacokinetic Model
The structure of the compartmental model used in this
study is shown in Figure 1. It represents the simplest
possible model for analyzing the following processes:
first, the input and disposition of R- and S-ketamine;
second, the metabolism to the primary metabolites
R-NK and S-NK; third, the further transformation to
the secondary metabolites R-DHNK and S-DHNK
as well as to R-HNK and S-HNK. A 3-compartment
model was used for ketamine disposition, whereas a
2-compartment model proved optimal for NK, HNK,
and DHNK. Note that the rate constant (kt) in the
intermediate compartments accounts for the hepatic
transit time of the generated norketamine.18 After oral
administration, the bioavailability F of ketamine is
determined by the fraction absorbed, Fa, and hepatic
extraction, EhK: F = Fa(1 − EhK). This relationship is
based on the assumption that the contribution of the
gut wall to the formation of NK can be neglected.15

The amounts of NK, HNK, and DHNK that are
generated by hepatic first-pass metabolism are given
as fraction of dose by hNKFaEhKFhNK, FaENK-HNK,
and FaENK-DHNK, respectively, where hNK denotes the
fraction of hepatic clearance that generates NK.19
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Figure 1. Pharmacokinetic model of ketamine (K) metabolism
to norketamine (NK), 2,6-hydroxynorketamine (HNK), and de-
hydronorketamine (DHNK) after intravenous (Div) and oral
(Dpo) administration. V*K, CLp*K, and CLK denote the distribu-
tion volume, distribution clearance, and metabolic clearance of
ketamine. The delay in the generation of NK is modeled by a
chain of 3 compartments with time constants (kt). V*NK, CLpNK,
CLNK-HNK, and CLNK-DHNK denote the distribution volume, dis-
tribution clearance, and clearance of NK that forms HNK
and DHNK, respectively. V*HNK, CLp*HNK, CLHNK, and V*DHNK,
CLp*DHNK,CLDHNK are the distribution volume,distribution clear-
ance, and elimination clearance of HNK and DHNK,respectively.
Fa and EhK denote the fraction absorbed and hepatic extraction
of ketamine. FhNK is the hepatic availability of generated NK; IK(t)
and INK(t) are input functions defined by equations 1,2,and 4.The
input functions of secondary metabolites IHNK(t) and IDHNK(t) are
characterized by their first-pass generation, that is,extraction ra-
tios EK-HNK and EK-DHNK.

Note that FhNK = 1 − ENK-HNK − ENK-DHNK is the
fraction of NK formed in the liver that survives a single
passage through the liver. Because hnk is >0.8,15 we
assume hnk = 1, as in most previous approaches of
modeling of ketamine pharmacokinetics.12–15

An important feature of the model is the evaluation
of the time course of absorption rate, that is, the rate
of ketamine input into the central compartment, I(t),
after oral administration of PR-ketamine. Using a sum

of inverse Gaussian density functions (IGs) as a model
of absorption (or input) rate11,20,21:

IK (t) = DF (p f1K (t) + (1 − p) f2K (t)) (1)

where D is dose and fi(t) denotes the ith IG22:

fi(t) =
√

MTi
2πRD2

i t
3
exp

[
− (t −MTi )

2

2RD2
i MTit

]
(2)

where MTi and RD2 are the scale and shape parame-
ters, respectively, of the ith IG function. The mean in-
put time (MITK) is then obtained as

MITK = pKMT1K + (1 − pK )MT2K (3)

The first-pass formation rate of NK is given by

INK (t) = DFaEhK (1 − ENK−HNK − ENK−DHNK )

× (p f1NK (t) + (1 − p) f2NK (t)) (4)

and the mean input time of NK is

MITNK = pNKMT1NK + (1 − pNK )MT2NK (5)

For the first-pass input rates IHNK and IDHNK, the
same time function (equation 4) was used, but with
the amounts DFaENK-HNK and DFaENK-DHNK assum-
ing that first-pass formation of HNK and DHNK oc-
curs via NK.

Data Analysis After Intravenous Infusion
A population approach (nonlinear mixed-effects mod-
eling) with maximum likelihood estimation via the EM
(MLEM) algorithm implemented in ADAPT software
(version 5) was used for data analysis.23 The MLEM
program provides estimates of populationmean and in-
tersubject variability as well as of individual subject pa-
rameters (conditional means). We assumed that the es-
timated parameters followed a multivariate lognormal
distribution and that the residual error was normally
distributed with a standard deviation that was a linear
function of the measured quantity Ci:

VARi = [s0 + s1C (ti )]2 (6)

Goodness of fit was assessed using the Akaike in-
formation criterion (AIC) and by plotting the predicted
versus the measured responses.

The stepwise fitting procedure was as follows. Af-
ter fitting the ketamine data after intravenous infusion
using a 3-compartment model (Figure 1), the individ-
ual parameter estimates (conditional means) were fixed
when fitting the NK data, the only adjustable parame-
ters remaining are kt, VcNK, VpNK, CLpNK, and CLNK.
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As shown in Figure 1, it was assumed that elimina-
tion occurs solely by metabolism to NK (CLNK). Then,
when fitting HNK and DHNK data obtained after
the intravenous dosing simultaneously, the estimates of
CLK, VcK, Vp1K, Vp2K, CLp1K, CLp2K, kt, VcNK, VpNK,
CLpNK, and CLNK were held fixed, and the adjustable
free parameters were the disposition parameters of the
metabolites. Thereby, we assumed that CLNK-DHNK =
CLNK − CLNK-HNK. Here, an identifiability problem
arises: one has to make an a priori assumption about
the relative sizes of HNK and DHNK formation clear-
ances; we started with CLNK-HNK of approximately 0.7
CLNK-DHNK

13 as an initial estimate of CLNK-HNK in the
fitting procedure. After testing different initial estimates
for the other parameters, we selected the result with the
lowest AIC.

Data Analysis After Oral Administration of
PR-Ketamine
In fitting the serum concentration-time data after oral
administration of PR-ketamine, all parameters esti-
mated from intravenous data (as described above) were
held fixed. We explored 2 alternative models that dif-
fered in the a priori assumptions concerning the first-
pass generation of HNK and DHNK.

Scenario 1: Bioavailability F estimated by fitting the
ketamine data was fixed when fitting the NK data to es-
timate the apparent extraction ratio EhK,app =EhKFhNK

with FhNK = 1 − ENK-HNK –ENK-DHNK; the subscripts
denote the generation of HNK and DHNK from the
NK during hepatic first-pass (compare equation 4).
Then, by adding the first-pass input terms IHNK(t) and
IDHNK(t) in the model used to fit the intravenous data
(Figure 1), the first-pass extraction values ENK-HNK and
ENK-DHNK togetherwith the input time parameters were
estimated by fitting the oral HNK and DHNK data si-
multaneously. This allowed the calculation of the real
values of hepatic extraction EhK (from the estimates of
EhK,app and FhNK) and absorbed fraction (Fa = F/(1 −
EhK).

Scenario 2: Assuming that the first-pass genera-
tion of HNK and DHNK occurs from ketamine via
intermediate steps to form the amounts DFaEK-HNK

and DFaEK-DHNK, the extraction ratios EK-HNK and
EK-DHNK were estimated as described above but with
the uncorrected values for Fa and EhK derived from the
NK fit (ie, FhNK = 1).

Simulation
For the simulation of serum concentration-time pro-
files after multiple oral doses of PR-ketamine using the
SIMmodule of ADAPT5,23 we implemented the FOR-
TRAN code program for an IG input function and
multiple dosing recently developed byDavidD’Argenio

(personal communication). Concentration-time pro-
files of ketamine enantiomers and their metabolites
NK, DHNK, and HNK were simulated using the es-
timated population mean values. Based on the dosage
to reach a therapeutic concentration of R-HNK sug-
gested on the basis of AUC data,10 we simulated con-
centration profiles for a daily PR-ketamine dose of
40 mg (12 hourly doses of 20 mg). Furthermore, we
simulated the response to an infusion of 35 mg (R,S)-
ketamine over 40 minutes, as previously used in phar-
macodynamic studies.12,24,25 Monte Carlo simulations
(n = 1000) were performed to provide insight into the
effect of intersubject variability on the simulated curves.
Thus, the 90% prediction interval for the R-HNK con-
centration was calculated from the 5th and 95th per-
centiles of the simulated population.

Statistical Methods
The individual parameter estimates (conditional means
of the MLEM algorithm) were used in statistical anal-
ysis. The Wilcoxon signed rank test was performed
to evaluate differences in the parameters reported in
Table 1. Friedman nonparametric repeated-measures
analysis of variance tests with Dunn’s multiple-
comparison posttests were used to analyze the re-
sults obtained for the 4 doses after oral administration
(Table 2). The S-plus and SPSS packages were used for
data analysis.

Results
The pharmacokinetic model as shown in Figure 1 fitted
the serum concentration-time profiles of R-ketamine
and S-ketamine and their downstreammetabolites well.
This will be illustrated here for the R-enantiomer. All
40 goodness-of-fit plots are depicted in the Supplemen-
tal materials together with plots of model-predicted
average concentration-time curves (simulated us-
ing the mean parameter estimates) and medians of the
observed data for R-ketamine andmetabolites. The dis-
position of R- and S-ketamine was best described by a
3-compartment model, whereas for the metabolites a 2-
compartment model was found optimal by the AIC cri-
terion. The simultaneous fit to R-HKN and R-DHKN
data after intravenous infusion is demonstrated in
Figure 2 by the plotting of model-predicted
concentration-time curves together with the medi-
ans of the observed data. For PR-ketamine, the fits
of the ketamine and NK data showed that the dou-
ble IG function (equation 1) is an appropriate input
function. Illustrating the interindividual variability of
bioavailability, Figure 3 (upper) presents the fits of
PR-ketamine data for 3 subjects characterized by the
highest, middle, and lowest Cmax values, with F values
of 8%, 11%, and 34%. Figure 3 (bottom) shows the
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Table 1. Pharmacokinetic Parameters of Ketamine Hydrochloride After Intravenous Infusion of 5 mg/30 minutes in 15 Healthy
Human Subjects

Symbol (Unit) R-Enantiomer S-Enantiomer

Ketamine (K)
Clearance CLK (L/h) 86.5 (18) 89.5 (21)
Volume central compartment VcK L 65.0 (41) 69.0 (44)
Intercompartmental clearance 1 CLp1K L/h 29.7 (32) 28.5 (51)
Volume peripheral compartment 1 Vp1K L 202 (83) 291 (94)
Intercompartmental clearance 2 CLp2K L/h 208 (29) 210 (24)
Volume peripheral compartment 2 Vp2K L 119 (32) 137 (22)
Volume at steady state Vss L 386 (56) 497 (60)
Residual variability

a
σ 0 0.016 0.0006
σ 1 0.103 0.106

Norketamine (NK)
Clearance CLNK L/h 61.5 (25) 40.3 (39)

b

Volume central compartment VcK L 69 (31) 52 (58)
Intercompartmental clearance CLpNK L/h 67.5 (27) 47.6 (31)

b

Volume peripheral compartment VpNK L 161 (21) 129 (38)
Hepatic formation transit time MTTNK Min 5.78 (47) 5.46 (38)
Residual variability

a
σ 0 0.109 0.109
σ 1 0.060 0.060

Hydroxynorketamine (HNK)
Formation clearance CLNK-HNK L/h 22.6 (25) 18.9 (35)
Clearance CLHNK L/h 7.2 (37) 23.6 (43)

c

Volume central compartment VcHNK L 9.7 (28) 12.7 (80)
Intercompartmental clearance CLpHNK L/h 41.3 (53) 34.4 (71)
Volume peripheral compartment VpHNK L 80.0 (21) 39.9 (76)
Residual variability

a
σ 0 0.096 0.08
σ 1 0.023 0.001

Dehydronorketamine (DHNK)
Formation clearance CLNK-DHNK L/h 24.3 (27)

d
40.7 (14)

c

Clearance CLDHNK L/h 115 (20) 116 (15)
Volume central compartment VcDHNK L 33.4 (38) 25.7 (50)
Intercompartmental clearance CLpDHNK L/h 141 (62) 155 (57)
Volume peripheral compartment VpDHNK L 7.6 (113) 73.5 (143)
Residual variability

a
σ 0 0.216 0.238
σ 1 0.075 0.114

Population means with intersubject variability (expressed as %CV) in parentheses.
a
σ 0,σ 1, residual variability (variance of the measurement error: VARi = [σ 0 + σ 1C(ti)]2).b
P < .01 compared with R-enantiomer.

c
P < .001 compared with R-antiomer.

d
P < .001 compared with HNK.

R-NK fits for the same subjects. Note that because
of the higher hepatic extraction ratio (EKh) of 0.99
for the subject with the lowest F, the generated R-NK
concentration is not much different from that of the
subject with F = 11% (EKh = 0.89). Figure 4 displays
the simultaneous fit to the R-HNK and R-DHNK
data after administration of a 40-mg PR-ketamine
tablet with predicted population mean curves (with
open squares representing the mean values of HNK
data and open circles those of DHNK data). Table 1
lists the population mean estimates of the parameters
together with their intersubject variability obtained
after intravenous infusion of ketamine. Although

there were no significant differences in the disposition
kinetics between R-and S-ketamine, the clearance of
R-NK (61.5 L/h) significantly exceeded that of S-NK
(40.4 L/h), P < .01). Importantly, the a priori assump-
tion of CLNK-HNK > CLNK-DHNK

13 did not lead to
a reasonable fit. The best result was obtained with
CLNK-HNK ∼ CLNK-DHNK for the R-stereoisomers.
The formation clearance for S-DHNK (40.7 L/h) was
significantly higher than that of R-DHNK (24.3 L/h),
P< .001, whereas the formation clearance CLNK-DHNK

of S-DHNK (40.7 L/h) exceeded that of R-DHNK
(24.3 L/h), P < .001. Most interestingly, however, the
elimination clearance of both R- and S-DHNK was
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Table 2. Pharmacokinetic Parameters for 4 Doses of Prolonged-Release Ketamine

Symbol Isomer 10 mg 20 mg 40 mg 80 mg

Bioavailability of ketamine F (%) R 13.2 (48) 12.4 (55) 15.3 (55) 13.5 (47)
S 13.4 (68) 12.1 (72) 14.6 (57) 13.4 (49)

Fraction absorbed of ketamine Fa (%) R 88.9 (17) 97.3 (6) 95.3 (9) 91.2 (15)
S 73.6 (38) 74.1 (32)

a
85.3 (18)

d
60.6 (34)

a,e

Hepatic first-pass extraction of ketamine EhK (%) R 83.2 84.9 81.5 83.5
S 77.9 78.2 80.1 75.3

Hepatic first-pass extraction of generated NK that
forms HNK

EK-HNK (%) R 7.59 (153) 2.75 (147) 2.31 (177) 0.87 (158)
c

S 13.1 (248) 9.74 (212)
a

12.9 (143)
a

14.6 (121)
b

Hepatic first-pass extraction of generated NK that
forms DHNK

EK-DHNK (%) R 23.6 (106) 23.2 (81) 3.84 (117)
c,d

10.6 (44)
S 42.9 (113) 16.1 (156) 10.7 (66) 1.08 (196)

a,c

Mean input time of ketamine MITK (h) R 8.17 (33) 6.34 (11) 8.10 (16) 7.73 (13)
S 10.4 (47) 6.23 (19) 7.51 (21) 8.18 (22)

Mean input time of norketamine MITNK (h) R 6.45 (21) 7.06 (27) 8.45 (27) 9.45 (13)
S 8.66 (59) 8.38 (38) 7.59 (19) 9.29 (31)

Population means with intersubject variability (expressed as %CV) in parentheses.
a
P < .05 compared with R-enantiomer.

b
P < .001 compared with R-enantiomer.

c
P < .01 compared with 10-mg dose.

d
P < .01 compared with 20-mg dose.

e
P < .01 compared with 40-mg dose.

0 5 10 15 20 25
0

1

2

3

4

Figure 2. Model-predicted average concentration-time curves for 2R,6R-hydroxynorketamine (R-HNK) and R-dehydronorketamine
(R-DHNK) after intravenous administration of 5 mg R/S-ketamine,with the medians of the R-HNK data (open squares) and R-DHNK
data (open circles). The curves were simulated using the population mean parameter estimates (Table 1).

more than 6 times higher than that of R-and S-HNK
(P < .001), and the clearance of S-HNK was 3 times
higher than that of R-HNK. When fitting the oral
data of HNK and DHNK, the contribution of hepatic
first-pass metabolism had to be added to achieve a

reasonable fit. Although scenario 2 provided a better
fit than scenario 1, the fit was still not completely sat-
isfactory, as indicated by comparison of the observed
median values with the curve simulated using the
population mean values of the parameters (Figure 4).
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Figure 3. Top: Fits of R-ketamine data obtained after 40-mg prolonged-release ketamine tablets for 3 subjects characterized by the
highest, middle, and lowest maximum concentrations, with bioavailability of 8% (open squares), 11% (open circles), and 34% (open
triangles). Bottom: Fits of R-norketamine data for the same 3 subjects shown above (dashed curve for subject with bioavailability
of 11%, open circles). Because of the higher hepatic extraction ratio, the concentration generated in the subject with the lowest
bioavailability (open squares) increased.

One reason may be the variability in the first-pass gen-
eration of HNK and DHNK. However, it is unclear
how the model could be further improved. Table 2
provides all absorption-related parameters estimated

by fitting (separately) both the ketamine and NK data
and thenHNK andDHNKdata simultaneously after 4
doses of PR-ketamine. PR-ketamine was well absorbed
from the gut lumen; the low bioavailability (F) of about
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Figure 4. Model-predicted average concentration-time curves for 2R,6R-hydroxynorketamine (R-HNK) and R-dehydronorketamine
(R-DHNK) after administration of 40 mg PR-ketamine,with the medians of the R-HNK data (open squares) and R-DHNK data (open
circles). The curves were simulated using the population mean parameter estimates (Tables 1 and 2).

13%was because of the high first-pass extraction of ap-
proximately 80%. The fraction absorbed (Fa) appears
to be lower for the S-enantiomer (significant for the
20- and 80-mg doses). For 3 of the 4 doses, the hepatic
first-pass extraction of generated NK that forms HNK
was significantly higher for the S-stereoisomer.

Figure 5 shows the simulated concentration-time
profiles for the stereoisomers of ketamine, NK, HNK,
and DHNK for a 35-mg dose of R/S-ketamine infused
over 40 minutes. The corresponding simulated curves
for the multiple-dose administration of PR-ketamine
(20 mg twice daily) are depicted in Figure 6. All simu-
lations were based on the population mean parameters
(Tables 1 and 2). For intravenous infusion (Figure 5),
a difference between the stereoisomers was found in
the values of the peak serum concentrations, which
were higher for R-HNK and R-DHNK compared with
the S-stereoisomers. After multiple oral dosing of PR-
ketamine (Figure 6), the most striking result was the
high steady-state concentration of R-HNK compared
with R-NK, R-DHNK, and R-ketamine. Amounting
to only 3% of that of R-HNK, the concentration of R-
K appeared nearly negligible. Furthermore, the average
steady-state concentration of R-HNK (45.6 ng/mL)
was more than 2 times higher than that of S-HNK
(17.7 ng/mL) with lower fluctuations. Note that steady
state was attained after about 2 days. The 90% pre-

diction interval around the mean for the steady-state
plasma concentration on R-HNK ranged from 15
to 94 ng/mL. As was expected from the intersubject
variability of bioavailability, this interval was relatively
wide. For the predicted maximum concentration of
R-HNK after infusion, the prediction interval was
smaller, ranging from 12 to 63 ng/mL.

Discussion
This is the first pharmacokinetic modeling study of ke-
tamine enantiomers and their primary metabolites NK
and distal metabolites 2,6-HNK and DHNK after oral
administration of PR-ketamine tablets. The results ex-
plain the differences in metabolite exposures observed
in the previous study10 in terms of the estimated model
parameters. Thus, the favored formation of R-HNK
was caused by nearly 2 times higher formation clearance
of R-NK and about 3 times higher elimination clear-
ance of S-HNK compared with the respective counter-
part stereoisomer.

The concentration-time curves simulated using the
mean parameter estimates (Tables 1 and 2) were in per-
fect agreement with the medians of the observed data
(Figures 2 and 4 and Supplemental Figures S3, S6, S19,
and S28). There were only small deviations in Figure 4.
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Figure 5. Simulation of plasma concentration-time profiles for a 35-mg dose of R,S-ketamine infused over 40 minutes.Top:R-ketamine
(R-K), R-norketamine (R-NK), 2R,6R-hydroxynorketamine (R-HNK), and R-dehydronorketamine (R-DHNK). Bottom: S-ketamine (S-
K), S-norketamine (S-NK), 2S,6S-hydroxynorketamine (S-HNK), and S-dehydronorketamine (S-DHNK). The curves were simulated
using the population mean values of the parameters (Table 1).

No parameter estimates have been published so
far for the secondary metabolites.26 A previous study
with intravenously administered ketamine was based
on sparse data (4 times in 9 subjects).12 Our clearance

values for ketamine, CLK,R, and CLK,S and the Vss val-
ues were in accordance with those estimated from the
present data using noncompartmental analysis10 as well
as with those reported in the literature.27,28 Note that
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Figure 6. Simulation of plasma concentration-time profiles for multiple-dose administration of PR-ketamine (2 daily doses of 20
mg),with average steady-state concentrations in brackets. Top:R-ketamine (R-K), R-norketamine (R-NK), 2R,6R-hydroxynorketamine
(R-HNK), and R-dehydronorketamine (R-DHNK). Bottom: S-ketamine (S-K), S-norketamine (S-NK), 2S,6S-hydroxynorketamine (S-
HNK),and S-dehydronorketamine (S-DHNK).The curves were simulated using the population mean values of the parameters (Tables 1
and 2).

with the methods used in the study reported in the pre-
vious article,10 renal clearance but not total clearance
of metabolites could be estimated. That only the renal
clearance of R-DHNK(26.4 L/h), S-DHNK(37.2 L/h),
and R-HNK (1.5 L/h)10 contributed significantly with

23%, 32%, and 21%, respectively, to their total clearance
is in agreement with the more hydrophilic character of
secondary metabolites. This is also reflected by their
much lower distribution volumes. The distribution
volume of S-NK is in agreement with that reported by
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Fanta,14 and our estimate of CLNK,S is somewhat lower
than published values.14,29,30 Regarding the kinetics of
HNK and DHNK, only results for the racemate have
been published, by Kamp et al.13 They also reported
higher clearance for DHNK compared with HNK.
Notably, our results are in accordance with those re-
ported by Zhao et al,12 namely, the higher formation
rate constants of S-DHNK compared with S-HNK,
the about 2-fold-greater elimination rate constant of
S-DHNK compared with S-HNK, and the higher
formation rate of R-DHNK compared with S-DHNK.

The mean input time of R-and S-ketamine as well
as that of R- and S-NK of about 8 hours is largely de-
termined by the mean dissolution time (∼6 hours; U.S.
Patent No. 10,335,379;2019). The hepatic transit time
of the generated NK (∼6 minutes) after intravenous in-
fusion is consistent with those reported previously14,18

and determined by hepatocyte permeability.31 Note that
the hepatic transit times of ketamine and metabolites
are negligible compared with their mean input times.
The bioavailability of our PR-ketamine tablets of about
13% was only slightly higher than that reported for S-
ketamine administered as syrup (11%),32 but markedly
higher than the 8% found by Fanta.14 Interindividual
variability was high in all cases (∼50%). When fitting
the HNK and DHNK data after oral administration,
it became obvious that first-pass generation of these
secondary metabolites has to be considered to achieve
a reasonable fit. However, the interpretation of this
result is uncertain. It should be taken into account
that a small percentage of HNK could be formed from
ketamine via 6-hydroxylation.1 But although scenario
2 provided a slightly better fit, this does not exclude
a generation of secondary metabolites from NK (sce-
nario 1). But if extraction ratios on the order of a
few percent would result from NK, the corresponding
factor, FhNK, would be close to 1. The significant lower
extraction ratio EK-HNK,R for the 80-mg dose com-
pared with the 10-mg dose suggests that the first-pass
formation of R-HNK became saturated. However, in
discussing the EK-HNK and EK-DHNK estimates, the high
interindividual variability should also be taken into
account.

Another objective of this study was the prediction
of plasma concentration-time curves of ketamine and
its metabolites after repeated oral-dose administration
of PR-ketamine relative to intravenous infusion as
currently practiced in patients with drug-resistant de-
pression or chronic neuropathic pain.33–35 The curves
simulated for a 40-minute infusion of 35 mg of R/S-
ketamine (Figure 5) are in general agreement with the
data reported by Zhao et al12; however, because they
only measured total HNK, the crucial difference be-
tween R- and S-HNKwas not revealed. The concentra-
tion of generated R-HNKwith a flat maximum of 30.4

ng/mL at 7.6 hours is consistent with the therapeutic
level in patients with drug-resistant depression.25 The
slow decline of R-HNK concentration thereafter may
explain the long duration of action observed byBerman
et al.24 That the concentration of S-HNK, in contrast,
showed a maximum of 20 ng/mL at 3 hours and de-
clined faster is because of the higher clearance. Amajor
finding of this simulation study was the high steady-
state concentration of R-HNK of about 45.6 ng/mL
achieved after multiple dosing of PR-ketamine (20 mg
every 12 hours; Figure 6). This concentration, reached
after about 2 days, was in the therapeutic range24,25 and
was higher than the maximum concentration achieved
with the 40-minute infusion (described above). The
steady-state concentration of S-HNK was only half
that of R-HNK and not markedly different from the
S-NK concentration. Furthermore, the steady-state
serum concentrations of R- and S-ketamine were
negligibly low compared with the concentrations of
the potential analgesic/antidepressant HNKs (∼3%).
These simulations may provide information to assist
the design of dosage schedules. Given that R-HNK
is the major potential analgesic/antidepressant com-
ponent and ketamine causes NMDA-related adverse
psychotropic effects, PR-ketamine tablets might be a
more efficient and safer dosage form in the treatment
of patients with depression and chronic neuropathic
pain compared with intravenous infusion.

In summary, a compartment model has been de-
veloped and validated for the pharmacokinetic anal-
ysis of ketamine enantiomers and their downstream
metabolites after administration of prolonged-release
ketamine tablets. The estimated model parameters al-
lowed the simulation of multiple dosing regimens.

Conclusions
A therapeutically efficient serum concentration of
the analgesic/antidepressant 2,6-hydroxynorketamine
but negligible low concentrations of the psychotropic
ketamine is reached after repeated doses of 20 mg
PR-ketamine given orally every 12 hours. Therefore,
prolonged-release ketamine tablets can be equally
efficient but safer than treatment with intravenous
infusion.
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